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Are you making these common content
marketing mistakes?

I

t seems like everyone is talking content marketing
these days, like it’s it hottest thing since sliced
bread.

Of course, for many businesses — this is just a new
name for something they’ve been practicing for
eons. They’ve been creating valuable newsletters
or writing white papers for years.
Which does not mean that you’re doing it as well
as you could or should be. Are you happy with the
amount of people and the kinds of people your
content marketing efforts are attracting?
Bigger question — how purposefully are you weaving a content marketing strategy into your overall
efforts?
I’m betting your company is not harnessing the real
power of content marketing because of one or more
of these reasons:
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1. It’s something that happens every once in
awhile but not on a regular basis.
2. You create some content but don’t promote
it well across all of your digital and analog
channels.
3. You create content but you talk about
yourself, your products etc. more than you
should (you are selling, not teaching).
4. You produce some content but not in a format that is easily shared by your audience.
5. You do it in a silo, it’s not woven into all your
other marketing efforts.
6. You don’t use an editorial calendar so your
production schedule and topics are usually
by the seat of your pants.
7. The visual presentation of your content is
boring or worse — off-putting.
Recognize yourself in any of those issues? This isn’t
all new stuff. MMG has been around for almost
20 years and we’ve always preached the power of
content marketing –even before we had a name
for it.
But thanks to our universal access to the internet
and our ability to easily share files, visuals, etc. —
this marketing best practice has taken on a life of
it’s own.
If you’re not doing more of this than ever before — I
think you need to ask yourself why. And what it is
costing you.
How are you implementing a content marketing
strategy for your business?
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You might also like
1.

Content marketing is important but not free!
2.
What can content
marketing do for your business?

3.

Content marketing playbook

4.

But where do you find all
the content?
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What is content marketing & how can it
grow my business?

C

ontent marketing. It seems like everyone’s
talking about it. But what exactly is it and
what can it do for your business?

Check it out! (click here to download larger version)

Odds are, if you’re doing any marketing at all —
you’re at least accidentally dabbling in content
marketing.

http://www.drewsmarketingminute.com/2012/05/what-can-content-marketing-do-for-your-business.html

First — it goes by many names. Some people call it
custom publishing or branded content. Other people
slap the label of social or digital marketing on. And
all of those names are accurate.
Content marketing is a broad term for any marketing technique that creates and distributes valuable,
helpful and relevant information that demonstrates
that you know your stuff. These tactics draw the attention of people who are already your customers or
could be your customers and they consume, share,
and value the content.
The ultimate goal of content marketing is to create a
sense of trust and comfort that will lead to someone
making an initial purchase, making an additional
purchase or referring you to someone who’s ready
to make a purchase.
There are other benefits as well. It’s a powerful
way to establish yourself as an expert, to shorten
the sales cycle, to impact SEO results and depending
on your business – to educate, entertain, and inspire
your audience.
I found an infographic from Visual.ly that I think
does an excellent job of not only demonstrating
many of the different possibilities when it comes
to content marketing — but also gives you a sense
of which tactics deliver what outcomes.
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With all those possibilities — are you confident that
you’re doing all that you can to harness the potential
and the power of content marketing?
Are you doing some things that you could be doing
better? More often? More intentionally?
I want to challenge you a little — are you really leveraging this marketing strategy to the extent that
you should? If not…why not?

You might also like
1.

Content marketing is important but not free!
2.
Content
marketing
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3.

playbook

But where do you find all
the content?

Let’s
and
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4.
talk business, social
joy!
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he beauty of social media isn’t in the online
connections. It’s not about the numbers, never has been. OK, maybe it is to marketers,
but that’s because they operate from a different
perspective. No the beauty of social media is in it’s
potential. It’s potential to connect people from divergent backgrounds or in the same city or that have
the same common interests. It can really connect
people in infinite ways. That may seem somewhat
preachy or full of green meadows, unicorns and
rainbows but it’s true.

Whether you do business with someone online or
whatever it is you or your company might do with
social, it’s always going to be or should be based
on some type of interaction and then some type
of result. Taking social offline should be the goal
of every online social media encounter worth its
weight.

Like this:
Be the first to like this post.

Recently in the Wall Street Journal, there was an
article titled , Why Successful Branding Still Happens Offline. The article was good but it was really
similar to a thousand other articles that I have read
over the years about how brands need to do this or
that in social in order to be successful. As I neared
the end of the piece, I read the following:
The great social wave is an opportunity that
no business can afford to ignore or look at
myopically. It’s happening all around us –
and to the continuing surprise of many, it’s
mostly happening face-to-face
I’ve said the first part of that sentence, again, a thousand times about ignoring social at your own peril,
blah, blah,blah. But the back half of the sentence
struck a nerve. It’s mostly happening face to face. Basically where social takes off and takes on magical
tones is when we get to associate a name with a
physical face and voice and not an avatar. Going
to a conference and meeting that person that you
have had tens of twenty or hundreds of conversations with on Twitter or Facebook or blog comments. That’s the money shot.
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Social Media Marketers: Are You Getting
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which, while providing potential short-term gains,
might not be the best long-term strategic move for
their entire company.

I
just came back from an amazing week in London,
presenting at the iStrategy Social Media and Digital
Conference and having a chance to listen to as well
as meet some of the most innovative minds in social
media, including Brian Solis, Alex Hultgren of Ford,
and Alexander Koppel of Red Bull Media. The netnet is that I believe many in social media marketing
are getting too caught up in the “ROI of social media”
and a short-sighted view of social, forgetting about
the much bigger issues at hand.
I’ve already blogged about how I see social media
as an activity that is part of your entire business
ROI. I will also work with any social media consulting or coaching client in helping them calculate
a model for how their social media activities can
help their business ROI. There should at least be
objectives and KPIs to ascertain the “success” and
effectiveness of their social media program. However, perhaps many social media marketers fall into
a trap of being over-reliant on proving immediate
or short-term ROI in order to win acceptance internally from their executive team or externally from
their customer. And when they do so, they are at
risk of “pimping” their brand for immediate results
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Case in point: I received a LinkedIn Group message this week from a leading American university (currently ranked in the Top 15 according to
the US News & World Report) that was, in essence,
trying to sell me on their Executive MBA program
in an impersonal letter. One could say the ROI of
such an activity is “send LinkedIn Group message
to 10,000 potential candidates and hope for an x%
conversion,” but what gets lost in that calculation
is the negative goodwill that that message creates
in the 90+% of LinkedIn users who are getting sick
of being marketed to. We accept advertisements in
traditional media, and are used to the ubiquitous
ads on the sides of Facebook and LinkedIn, but to
directly reach out to someone in such a way in social is pushing the comfort boundaries of many a
social media user.
Let’s take a closer look at the mistakes I feel some
social media marketers are making based on my
own personal experiences:

1.) Look at the Numbers
There was a great Twitter conversation that occurred shortly after iStrategy between Scott Monty of
Ford, myself, and another Twitter user, where Scott
reminded us that “CMOs can’t afford not to be in
social media.” And it’s true: Similar to how you have
a website to serve the Internet population, statistics
now show that 25% of internet usage is spent in
social media. Why would you ignore the numbers?
Similar to how you have to have a website in this
day and age, you similarly have to have a minimal
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social media presence because of the population
of users that exists. How you create a strategy and
implement it is another story; the numbers, however, mean that you simply cannot afford not to have
a presence similar to how you can’t afford not to
have a website. Do you really need to calculate a
potentially arbitrary ROI for this to be convinced
or convince others?

http://windmillnetworking.com/2012/05/30/social-media-marketers-getting-social-media-wrong/

2.) Over-Reliance on Other Brand’s
Experiences
I’ve seen examples of social media marketers looking at the case studies of what other brands have
done in social media and merely try to emulate
them. What works for one brand at a given time
with their unique audience will never have the same
results for your brand. While I’m all for “standing
on the shoulders of giants,” social media requires
experimentation and creating your own case studies. It requires leadership from you because only
you can create and/or lead your own unique community. As Brian Solis so eloquently said at iStrategy,
“Social media is a blank canvas. Create your own
masterpiece.”

3.) Remembering the Marketing Funnel
The conversation that I had with Scott Monty above
came from a marketer who said that CMOs in these
economic times only care about ROI. Sure, you can
create a “campaign” asking people to click on a link
for an immediate purchase, similar to the Executive
MBA LinkedIn message, but that’s like forcing your
message on an audience that is not online to be sold
to – and could easily spread negative messages about
your brand. While some have proposed that the
marketing funnel should be turned upside down,
the traditional funnel does remind us that not all
marketing $$$ are spent at conversion: It sometimes
starts with building brand awareness. Have marketers forgotten about the value of doing so in social
media?
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4.) It’s about the People
Social media was made for people, not businesses. Facebook Fan Pages were made for the fans of celebrities, not businesses. Every social media marketer
needs to be cognizant at every step of the way that
they are invading the “turf” of consumers when
they launch campaigns. People are active in social
media to get caught up with friends and get updates
to information that matters to them. It is a personalized experience where they are shunning traditional forms of media and, unless you are providing
a truly unique social media experience cognizant
of this fact, your digital approach to social will not
be a successful one.
I hope you don’t misunderstand this post as saying
that we shouldn’t strive for ROI in social media marketing, as we should for any activity in any part
of the organization, whether it is a profit or a cost
center. But I believe this is part of a much larger
issue: From a business perspective, social media is
about more than just short-term or even long-term
marketing. It first requires taking a long-term and
very holistic view of the role that social media could
play in your organization beyond your department
walls, and with that a realization that social media
will become an integral part of your corporate infrastructure in the not-so-distant future. In other
words, similar to how you have a website to support
your company’s external face (and often an Intranet
to better communicate internally), social will similarly, in some way, support most if not all of your
corporate organization and thus requires a much
more broader, holistic, and long-term strategic approach than the way many social media marketers
seem to be approaching the space – especially as we
progress into the era of social business.
It requires more collaboration internally – as well as
finding new ways to collaborate externally with both
your customers as well as the public at large.
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It requires a different mindset.
Now it’s your turn: Are social media marketers getting it wrong? Chime away!
If you enjoyed this article, sign up for my newsletter
and get FREE chapters from Neal’s Books!

http://windmillnetworking.com/2012/05/30/social-media-marketers-getting-social-media-wrong/

Please wait while we sign you up to our newsletter.
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Who is the ideal client for your company? This is the
most basic question that every social media marketer MUST know the answer to. Knowing who you
are selling to, well that’s essential. If you try to sell
to everyone, you’ll end up mass marketing, broadcasting and running out of budget pretty swiftly.
You need to know the perfect customer and talk
directly to them.

If
you’re reading this post you are interested in generating traffic via social media. You’re bright, bubbly
and enthused about social media and you love the
fact that your new role allows you to demonstrate
your talent. But before you switch your computer
on, you need to ask your marketing department
some questions…
1. Who is the ideal client for your company?
2. What demographics does she fall into?
3. How much does she earn?
4. Where was she educated?
5. What are her fears? Her problems? What
keeps her awake at night?
6. How does xxx product (what we sell) solve
her problems?
7. Where does she hang out?
Let’s address each of those questions.
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Demographics are important, and question three
and four qualify this. If your target market is women
aged 30 with one child, then the chances are she’s
married, educated and taking a career break. But
what if your target client is a one parent family? Divorced? And working part time. How does that affect
the sales of your product if you market to person
A and not person B? It’s possible person A is more
affluent and isn’t kept awake at night by the same
things that keep person B up and pacing the floor.
Knowing their levels of education helps you talk to
your ideal prospect in the language they understand.
Jargon can help you demonstrate your expertise. If
you are talking to scuba divers knowing the correct
parts of the equipment and how it’s used is how
you show your company is reputable and knowledgeable. Likewise, when you were interviewed for
your role as a social media marketer or community
manager, you knew the language and what you were
required to show your expertise. And it worked
because you got the job and are reading this post.
What keeps you up at night? Is it the same things
that keep your prospect awake? Is she awake because she has debts? Is she worried about her bills?
Is she awake because little Jonny is failing his SATs
and she’s thinking about the help he needs? Is it
her burst pipe in the loft? Whatever is keeping her
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awake, you need to know about it. Then you need
to know why what you are promoting will help her.
After you have got the answers to those six questions,
the answer to the seventh is easy. Does she hang out
in forums? Velvet roped communities? On Twitter?
On Facebook? Or somewhere else?

http://windmillnetworking.com/2012/05/18/questions-unlock-social-media-traffic-secrets/

Just because she hangs out on Facebook that doesn’t
mean you shouldn’t develop a presence on Twitter
(your secondary customers maybe there), it means
that Twitter is used to sign post people to the community you have where your prospect hangs out.
In other words use additional social channels to
boost your community where your prospect feels
happiest. If it’s g+, don’t fight them and bully them
to Twitter just because you love it there, go to where
they are. If your target market is Pinterest then set up
your boards and invite your prospects to collaborate.

She launched and then sold her first business within
three years of becoming a mother. Even now, she
juggles a demanding home life with commercial
commitments. Lilach’s contribution was recognized nationally, when she became a finalist at the
Best MumPreneur of the Year Award, presented at
Downing Street, where she was praised for her entrepreneurial efforts.

If you enjoyed this article, sign up for my newsletter
and get FREE chapters from Neal’s Books!
Please wait while we sign you up to our newsletter.

Knowing where your prospect hangs out is vital
– it’s where you can focus your social media marketing efforts – and your reward will be traffic that
converts its socks off.
Remember, social media isn’t just about prospects. In
my next post I’ll share why secondary customers are
important and how to find the influencers, even if
they have zero budget and live in another country…
Do you have answers for all of the above questions
to unlock social media traffic secrets?
Lilach Bullock (3 Posts)
This monthly Social Media Traffic
Generation column is contributed
by Lilach Bullock. Lilach is a social
networking pioneer, business consultant, mentor
and personal brand expert. One of the most dynamic
personalities in the world of UK social media, she is
frequently credited with the accolade of being the
first in the industry to actively leverage networking.
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For Social Business, Remember the 90-9-1
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ack in the mid-1990s, the corporation I worked
for hired one of those management-fad-ofthe-month consultants to come inspire us to
greater heights of success, who did his best motivational-speaker riff on the theme: “Sales is everyone’s
job!” This was hogwash of course. Sales is Sales’ job.
It’s also a big part of Marketing’s job, and occasionally part of the job of HR, various executives, and
product technical experts.
But sales is not the job of Francis in Accounting, Pat
in Engineering or Chris in Purchasing. These folks
have neither the aptitude nor the desire to have
“sales” or anything like it be part of their job description. In fact, each person was hired specifically
for their level of knowledge and skill in a particular,
non-sales function.
There is a risk of
the same fallacy
today, with the
mantra updated
to “social media
is
everyone’s
job!”—if
the
concept of social
business is misunderstood or
improperly applied. In their
new book Social
Business By Design: Transformative Social Media
Strategies for the Connected Company, authors Peter Kim and Dion Hinchcliffe examine real-world
success stories of social networking use across organizations, from internal collaboration using tools
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like Jive or Yammer to HR recruitment to investor
relations to customer-facing applications in product
design, customer service, marketing, sales and PR.
Kim and Hinchcliffe provide an excellent survey of
the current state of social business, and the concept
of social business is spot-on. According to recent
research from McKinsey, “companies that adopt
social technologies can see a 50% increase in customer satisfaction, 48% increase in business leads,
and 24% increase in revenue. ”
The danger is that some executives may confuse
social media use across the enterprise (a good idea)
with the embrace of social media by everyone within
the enterprise (not so good). Just as Francis in Accounting, Pat in Engineering or Chris in Purchasing
had no interest or aptitude for sales in the 1990s,
they may very well have the same attitude toward
social networking today.
To make social business work, corporate leaders need to understand the 90-9-1 rule in social
networks: in any online social networking situation,
1% of participants will generate most of the content;
9% will actively share and occasionally add content
of their own; and the remaining 90% will primarily
be content consumers, only rarely contributing or
commenting.
Understanding that dynamic, organizations should
develop a social media policy and provide a rudimentary level of social media training to all employees (the tools available, their basic use, and
essential do’s and don’ts). Offer more advanced
training to the 10% who will account for the vast
majority of content development and engagement
activity. And identify and nurture the 1% who will
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really make the social business concept work, those
who will work to build their own personal employee
brand–and enhance your corporate brand in the
process.

Tags: Dion Hinchcliffe, Jive Software, management
fad, McKinsey, Peter Kim, Socail Business by Design
book, social business, social media is everyone’s job,
social media training, social networking, Yammer
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This entry was posted on Tuesday, May 22nd, 2012
at 11:03 am and is filed under Social Media Marketing. You can follow any responses to this entry
through the RSS 2.0 feed. You can leave a response,
or trackback from your own site.
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Next, the marketing director wants to display the
latest public relations new releases on the home
page. Certainly, with another infusion of cash, the
developer can make that happen.
Finally, the sales team asks that every new piece
of content have a call-to-action at the bottom to get
visitors to sign up for a “free” promotion in order to
generate warm leads. No problem at all, fork over
the cash and it’ll happen.
By
the end of this article, you will discover the easiest
and best way to not only convey your message to
your audience, but to also have the freedom and
flexibility to have that message spread like wildfire.
But first, a question…
“What would you do if your website could do
anything?”
The problem is most businesses, small or large, chain
themselves in the hopes of being “professional.”
Unfortunately, that usually means hiring a large web
development firm to create a custom-made website
that has all of the so-called bells and whistles that a
company needs to play the online business game.
That means creating a custom interface to create
and modify content in order to keep their visitors
informed of what’s going on with the company.
Sounds great, right?
Well, the problem is, things change. A new boss
comes in and wants the website to be more social
media friendly. No problem, except you now have
to pay the developer make it happen.
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You see, for many companies who outsource a majority of their web development, your website really
isn’t yours. If it were, you wouldn’t have to rely
on another company to make it do the things that
you want it to do. You would have the flexibility to
make it happen yourself most of the time, free of
budget constraints.

Where Power Meets Flexibility
There have been plenty of posts on why WordPress
is an amazing, easy, and effective platform for your
business, so I won’t go into detail about all of its
benefits. However, there is one aspect of WordPress
that is undeniably powerful and severely undervalued – plugins.
Much like an iPhone is relatively useless without its
apps, wordpress gets its muscle from plugins that do
everything from making your content sharable to
building sales pages instantly. Yes, this is not new to
the average person, but traditional and large-scale
businesses have failed to adopt what startups and
game-changing companies have embraced for years.
For example, check out a sample corporate blog,
this one being the Wells Fargo Blog:
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Google XML Sitemaps – Automatically get all of the
pages on your company’s website recognized in major search engines by having an XML sitemap generated. It’s like giving Google a catalog of everything
you have so that they easily index it and display for
any given relevant search result.

http://windmillnetworking.com/2012/05/23/freeing-the-bonds-of-html-the-1-way-to-make-your-business-site-more-social/

All-In-One SEO – What many companies spend
thousands of dollars on a monthly basis on, Search
Engine Optimization (SEO), can easily and partially
be done for free – automatically – through on-page
optimization using this plugin. This has become
all the more important lately with the new Google
“Penguin” Update.
Google Analytics for WordPress – See where your
visitors/buyers are coming from and set up sales
funnel tracking.

1. They’ve taken a great first step toward more
social, but their hands are still tied. Yes,
they have all of the viral sharing buttons at
the top of their posts, but what about the
ability to place a random call-to-action in
their content that can be used to generate
new leads from those social media visitors?
2. Or how about automatic relevant linking
within the content to other Wells Fargo
content, so as to better reveal other content
in hopes of improving your chances of
converting visitors or at least prompting
greater social sharing?

It Doesn’t Have To Be a Blog!
The myth is that WordPress is only for blogs. Well,
the top plugins used by just about every well-developed website have nothing to do with blogging and
everything to do with being found on the Internet.
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None of these have anything to do with having
a blog! However, they have everything to do with
having a flexible and low-cost way of being found
worldwide on the Internet!

It’s Time To Be a Little More Flexible
Over the next few weeks, I’ll be sharing with you
some of the best plugins for companies that will
not only help you to improve your social media and
web presence, but will help you to generate more
revenue. Just as with any tool, plugins need to be
used wisely and have a specific role in your overall social media marketing strategy. So don’t go
out, install WordPress, and download every plugin
known to man. We’ll start this journey together
and by the end of it, you’ll have a powerful web
marketing machine!
Dean Soto (1 Posts)
This monthly «WordPress Plugins»
column is contributed by Dean Soto.
Dean is the President and founder of
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Pro Sulum, LLC, an interactive development agency
specializing in marketing and customer conversion
products for the Wordpress platform. With a focus
on simplicity of functionality and design, Dean and
his company help businesses engage more intimately with their visitors.

If you enjoyed this article, sign up for my newsletter
and get FREE chapters from Neal’s Books!
http://windmillnetworking.com/2012/05/23/freeing-the-bonds-of-html-the-1-way-to-make-your-business-site-more-social/

Please wait while we sign you up to our newsletter.
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Email Marketing Is Growing Up
More Marketers Are Focusing on
Relevance and Personalization for Email
Programs

http://windmillnetworking.com/2012/05/10/email-marketing-is-growing-up-leaving-batch-and-blast-behind/

Loren McDonald (@lorenmcdonald), Vice President
of Industry Relations at Silverpop, just published
encouraging news in his blog post, Email Marketers’
Concerns Becoming More Sophisticated.

Recently, I had an interesting conversation with a
VP of Marketing about converting emails into twoway conversations.
We were reviewing my proposal for email nurture
streams designed to move prospects from the top
to the middle of the lead funnel. We found it easy
to visualize the emails themselves. What required
more thought on our part were the “engagement
triggers” – incentives designed to turn one-way
emails into trust-building conversations between
the recipients and the staff.
Many of you are having the same discussion. Both
demand generation marketers and marketing automation vendors are grappling with the question,

“How do we turn generic broadcast emails
into personal interactions?”
The last few weeks have featured interesting blog
discussions and a corporate acquisition related to
this issue.

Loren has noticed an interesting consistency among
the customers he’s visited lately. While they still
care about list growth, they’re also eager to turn
email marketing into relevant conversations. For
example, his customers want to:
1. Tailor emails to the recipients’ interests.
They want to leverage marketing automation to move past broadcast models. “This
means combining multi-track programs
with behavioral data to deliver one-to-one
messages in real time.”
2. Personalize the early experiences of new
email subscribers. Traditional, generic
welcome emails are being replaced with
“multi-step onboarding programs based on
demographics and behavior at the individual level.”
3. Use advanced segmentation with thirdparty data. More companies want to combine their data with that of third parties
and “leverage predictive modeling to create
segments based on factors such as likelihood to buy.”
The three initiatives above show why marketers are
interested in integrating email and social media:
• Email nurture streams triggered by refer-
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rals from social media sites are potentially
more relevant to their recipient.
• Social media profiles are valuable sources of
demographic and behavioral data.
For both B2B and B2C lead generation efforts, the
result is email that is more fun or helpful, and more
likely to drive sales.

http://windmillnetworking.com/2012/05/10/email-marketing-is-growing-up-leaving-batch-and-blast-behind/

Marketing Automation Vendors Are
Improving the Integration of Social Media
and Email
It’s safe to say that marketing automation vendors
are now investigating how social media and email
can mesh. As a case in point, marketing automation
provider Marketo just acquired Crowd Factory, a
social campaign management platform.
While explaining the acquisition, Marketo CEO Phil
Fernandez (@phil1217) accurately summarized the
fragmentation that most marketers have struggled
with:
“Social marketing campaigns and marketing
automation have been like the proverbial two
ships passing in the night, with most social
marketing tools sitting in silos disconnected
from mainstream marketing processes.” (See
the press release for his full quote.)
Let’s quickly look at some of the features Crowd
Factory offers a traditional email marketer:
• Social engagement tactics which can be integrated into campaigns.
These include 1) promotion applications
like sweepstakes, 2) referral applications
like special offers and 3) engagement applications such as voting and polls.
• Social profiles imported into the CRM for
rich data and more sophisticated segmentation.
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This will make it easier for marketers to
identify the top influencers in their database and target their needs specifically.
Regardless of whether or not you’re a Marketo fan,
this acquisition should benefit you in the long run. It
will spur all marketing automation vendors to continue integrating the silos of social media, traditional
CRM, website analytics, email marketing and lead
management.

Social Tactics Add Value to Both B2B and
B2C Emails
As I read about Crowd Factory’s features, I remembered my need to find B2B “engagement triggers,”
mentioned at the beginning of this post. Even though
polls and sweepstakes are often considered B2C tactics, they could also be applied in some B2B situations. For example, visualize a poll that, with tonguein-cheek humor, encourages a prospect to pick his
biggest business challenge. That prospect’s answer
might trigger a follow-up nurture stream targeted
specifically to his concerns. It could also support
a comfortable, positive conversation between the
prospect and a member of the sales team.
How about you? Do these developments stir your
own thoughts? What are you doing to bring more
creativity and relevance to your email marketing
programs?
Deborah Anne Gibbs (4 Posts)
This monthly Marketing Automation
and Social Media column is contributed by Deborah Gibbs. Passionate about
product marketing, lead generation and marketing
automation, Deborah has over 10 years, experience
in communications and program management. Her
marketing experience includes a wide range of industries, including high tech, automotive and medical devices. She is Pragmatic Marketing certified
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and, for fun, enjoys jazz, Portuguese and anything
Brazilian.

If you enjoyed this article, sign up for my newsletter
and get FREE chapters from Neal’s Books!
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Please wait while we sign you up to our newsletter.
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Mobile is marketing’s future. Are you still
ignoring it?

I

think it is fascinating in a “I don’t get it” sort of
way. We all know that mobile is where digital
is headed. We’ve all repeated the “by 2015, the
#1 way we will access the internet is through our
smart phones” and yet… it seems like most people
are lollygagging along when it comes to getting onto
the mobile train.
Is your website mobile optimized? Are you learning
more about mobile ads? Are you thinking about
how you’re going to accept mobile payments?

http://www.drewsmarketingminute.com/2012/05/are-you-falling-behind-when-it-comes-to-mobile.html

Or do you look like this infographic?
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You might also like

http://www.drewsmarketingminute.com/2012/05/are-you-falling-behind-when-it-comes-to-mobile.html

1. The mobile revolution is coming. Are you
ready?
2. Mobile banking — trends for 2012
3. Marketing tip #4: Better pay attention to
mobile
4. Is your mobile app about you or about me?
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How Digital is Changing the Consumer
Experience « Direct Marketing
Observations
the level of our expectation. The result? That expectation starts to bleed into our offline universe. Our
consumer experience is on hyper please

The result?

http://directmarketingobservations.com/2012/05/02/how-digital-is-changing-the-consumer-experience/

L

et me give you a few real world examples that
happen every day. You’re at a stop light for all
of 30 seconds and you start to get antsy because
the light hasn’t changed. You are going to make a
right on red and there is someone in front of you
who does not turn right away, and you lay on the
horn. You’re in line at the store waiting to check
out and it’s taking forever. Forever being about
3-4 minutes.

Why are we so impatient?
Maybe these examples will help. You’re surfing the
web and a page doesn’t load quick enough so you try
another website. You want to buy a product online
so you do a search and you click on the first result
and it doesn’t load quick enough, so you go to the
second result. You load an app and it takes forever
(10 minutes) and you immediately start thinking of
your next computer purchase with more memory
and more processor speed (whatever that means).

What’s happening here?

Everyone suffers. Think about it like this. The more
it takes to satisfy us, the more we need- and the
less it satisfies. In a sense we’re becoming junkies
for a good web experience which again as I said
earlier is starting to bleed into our personal offline
lives. Is that a good thing? In a sense it is but it’s
also unrealistic to think that waiting at a light for
a whole 1-2 minutes is unacceptable. Just as it is
unreasonable to think that just because it took 15
seconds for a page to load-is a bad user experience.
The web experience, and I’ll include mobile in this,
is now as much about the pulleys and levers as it is
about the finished product. So how do people respond to a bad online customer experience? They
click and go somewhere else.
Too bad for the visually appealing site that is hampered by it not possessing what the user wants- Be
it access to the proper social channels, free stuff,
or the right check out page, or access to a contact
page that provides a direct link to customer service.
If you don’t have that, you’ve crashed and burned
before you’ve even taken off! Consumers indeed.
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The web has conditioned us to want everything
quicker and faster. We are become a bi-product of
always on. Meaning that when we are on the web,
we expect the delivery of the experience to match
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